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Physical and Mental Space

According to architectural historian Carla Yanni, “college is not only for school work.
The objective of college, and in particular the goal of dormitory life, is to offer students practice
in the fine art of getting along with their fellows, albeit while staying within socially accepted
categories as determined by college leaders” (1). On March 12, 2020, we were told to pack our
bags and leave that dormitory life behind. Many of us didn’t feel ready, and some of us didn’t
even know where we would go, but by the next week, everyone was gone. After an extended
spring break in quarantine and a distance learning plan extending from half the term through the
end of the year, we’ve attended college from home, from friends’ homes, or from new places
entirely. During this time, we’ve come to realize how physical and mental spaces parallel one
another. In its absence we’ve come to appreciate what Carleton’s typical residential life offers
and how our dormitories affect our psychological states relative to how a home or an apartment
does.

Lindsey
Being at home with my family has brought new academic and personal challenges that I
am not prepared to handle, but I hope to carry the skills I learn with me in the future. I have two
Carleton terms under my belt and compared to those, online college has been a completely new
experience. Although I tried to go into this term with my same mindset and plan for school, I
have found that it’s taken additional effort to accomplish my social and academic goals.
Motivation can be hard to come by at home. My house is not the “self improving
atmosphere of the purpose-built college” (Yanni) that I typically work in. I like to separate my
spaces for work and relaxation; however, this is just not possible anymore. I now attend school in
the same room that I grew up in, which makes self-motivation the most important skill to learn.
When I am trying to work and I see my siblings playing games or watching TV, it takes me out
of the school mindset. I cannot let my surroundings dictate what I do. I must force myself to
work in a new environment.. This is a new normal that I am learning to operate within.
During these times it can be difficult to connect socially with peers. As soon as I found
my footing in the campus community, I was ripped out. It is not impossible to connect with other
students, but online interaction can be tiring. I have to make much more of an effort to reach out
to friends and peers. It is also much more difficult to work with friends or have study groups.
Yanni claims that students’ lives are changed by the interaction in college buildings, and this is
an opportunity that I am missing. While at home, it is much harder to have the types of life
changing interactions.
At Carleton I thought I had gained a lot of independence, but now I feel more
independent than ever. I am at home again like in high school, but I am not a highschooler. I do

not have the college atmosphere to guide me, nor do I get parental guidance. My parents do not
watch over me or check on me like they did in high school. My parents have never gone through
a situation like this either, so they do not have much help or advice for me. I want to become
more independent during my freshman year, but this is more than I wanted. Everything I need is
available, it is just my choice to utilise it.
One of the major components of Carleton that I miss is the weekly routine. Classes,
activities, dining halls, and meetings used to keep my schedule full. Now I have one Zoom
meeting a day and the rest is time for me to decide. With a packed schedule there is not any time
to get into a slump, but now all I have is time. Every day I would do something new or talk to a
new person. During my current French classes, my professor always asks, “What is new?” and I
just want to say “Nothing is new. Nothing has been new for months.”
Online schooling has been an experience to which I have not adjusted easily. My
motivation and self-discipline have been severely lacking during this time. I miss the daily
schedule that college provides and the atmosphere of focused work. Hopefully, by the end of the
term, I will have acquired some valuable skills and experience, but right now I am just looking
forward to making it through.

Lucas
After the Mass Exodus of Carleton College, I embraced the new experience of staying
with a friend in suburban Illinois for a bit. I had a room to myself while I took stock of the
situation (personal, academic, global), began my spring term studies, and integrated into a new

family. Now, I’m living on my own in a Hyde Park apartment. The absolute isolation has been a
second new experience, but both have made one thing clear: this doesn’t feel like school.
If college really is not only for schoolwork (1), I don’t know what these past few months
have been. The schoolwork is still there, and courses have felt remarkably familiar: intense,
quickly-paced, led by brilliantly committed faculty and filled with hardworking, rather silly
students. My professors have been incredibly supportive and I’m proud of the efforts I’ve made
to keep in touch with my friends. So why have I felt so different?
I’ve come to the conclusion that it’s largely because of the physical spaces I’ve been
inhabiting. Yanni’s assertion that “The architecture of dormitories provides a lens through which
to examine the socially constructed nature of the student” (1) has come to resonate more with me
over time. While I can’t claim to be an expert on the historical, theoretical nature of The Student,
I can say I doubt people think of a 20 year old sitting in a single room every day, spending 80%
of his waking hours on his computer trying to submit assignments as efficiently as possible, is
how most people would define one.
In quarantine, all I’ve had left is my schoolwork. I’ve done it in a home, where the simple
fact that I was living in a home put me in the mindset that I must be on some sort of summer
break. It was hard to wake up in a bed that’s not my own and think, “Hey, time for another
regular day. Time to get to work. Time to learn.” In my dormitory, I lived in a pair of connecting
rooms within a much larger structure. In retrospect this seems to reflect how I thought of my
place at the school: a single component of a much larger community. It was a reminder that I was
at school, that I was there to learn, and that by doing so I was taking part in something bigger
than myself. Now in my apartment, which is decidedly reminiscent of my dorm back at Carleton

– big, double-loaded corridor (3), and all that – I still feel quite different. I don’t think my
psychological state is merely a function of the architecture Yanni analyzes but also of how it’s
used. Instead of living in a network of adjoining rooms, each one offering their own world with
their own friends and potential conversations, I live in a bubble surrounded by strangers. My
days aren’t permeated by the sounds of other college kids living their daily lives, a consistent
reminder of my life among neighbors, both figuratively and literally, but by silence, or the
occasional screeching baby of a family I don’t know. So while it’s easier to trick myself into a
“business as usual” mindset for working, I don’t feel ready to do any of the other learning I was
doing at Carleton, partly because I simply can’t.
This brings me to the next obvious missing link: I’m not practicing the fine art of getting
along with my peers (1) either. I spent my first month in the new world at my friend’s house.
One friend, one-on-one contact, every single day. We were close but we got closer. It was a
wonderful experience, but it wasn’t college, because Larry and I have always gotten along. There
was virtually no conflict to resolve, no contradicting values or desires or goals to negotiate. We
happily talked, played Minecraft, did school. Every single day. I learned to work in a family and
keep the dining room clean, but a family is not a student body, and a dining room is not a dining
hall.
On my own, the seclusion is even more complete. As Yanni points out, “Benjamin
Franklin . . . saw the enhancement of social ties as a reason for going to college” (8), and I agree
with him on this. For me, college is not only about learning to live on my own, but doing so
among others. Getting to know new people, new places, the new ideas they bring. While
Carleton has put effort into offering digital alternatives to certain community-building events, I

never participate. This isn’t because I don’t miss my campus and people dearly – quite the
contrary. It’s because doing so would mean more time on the same screens with which I’ve been
burning my eyes out, hour after hour, day after day. Choosing to do nothing, to self-isolate
mentally as well as physically, is the only respite available. It’s an easy route to keep taking
when there’s no one else inhabiting my space, reminding me of the world outside of my courses.
I’m not sure how to break this cycle, because I’m already spending all of my time and
energy keeping up with school and apartment necessities in the first place. Yanni explains that
“The architecture of dormitories has participated in the establishment of the essential norms of
American life” (2), and I don’t have that anymore. I have my own square territory, where no one
comes in or out, meaning there’s no outside observer to affect the observed. There are no socially
accepted categories (1) to hold myself to. So as my external space shrinks, my internal one
expands, and I lose myself in it without meaning to because there’s simply no one there to stop
me. It’s day I-don’t-even-know of quarantine, and I’m experiencing a sort of psychological time
dilation. With school even harder to keep up with in an online format over an abbreviated spring
schedule, my days are long. I wake up at nine, I eat, I work, I eat, I work, I eat, I work, I go to
bed at midnight. By the time I’m in my pajamas I’m exhausted, and my morning feels like a
distant memory. But on a greater scale, it feels like only yesterday that I was still at my beloved
school, spending time with friends like a normal person. The passage of time, simply put, has
been wack.
Living in these different places, I feel like a different person. The work, the stress, and
the camaraderie of school are all still there (albeit digital), but I face it through personal choice
alone. It’s only there if I choose to let it in. This sense of power could feel cool, but frankly, I

don’t think I’m ready for it. There’s a reason I went to college, and it’s not because I felt it was
time to be master of my every minute. I’m not learning how to interact, I’m learning how to
make Moodle work most of the time. I’m not cherishing new experiences, I’m spending months
of my life in a room.
My Carleton classes, interestingly enough, have largely survived the shift. The material
still engages me, my professors still go above and beyond, my peers still broaden my
perspective. But Carleton has not. I don’t feel like the person I used to feel. I don’t learn the
ways I used to learn. And I don’t enjoy the boundless opportunities for discovery and joy that I
used to have at my fingertips. When class periods are over, my laptop shuts, and I’m back in my
own world, alone, and in stasis.

It’s not all bad. We’ve learned how to learn (online). We’ve been forced to get creative.
Most importantly, we’ve kept ourselves safe. But the past few months can’t help but feel like a
loss. The only way we can think of wringing some worth out of them is to draw the time’s
lessons into the open and put them to good use. At the family home, we’ve learned how to
self-motivate and about the importance of social connections and routine. In another family’s
home, we’ve bonded with new people, learned how to be part of new families. And alone, in a
single studio apartment, we’ve become intimately acquainted with the relationship between
physical and mental space. Upon our return to Carleton campus, whenever that turns out to be,
we will have a newfound appreciation for the residential life it offers, and in turn a renewed
sense of vitality with which we may take advantage of the time we have left together.

